**PROJECT TITLE:** The Effect of Health Information Technology on Healthcare Provider Communication

**SRG Action:** Impact Score: 25    Percentile: 8

**Human Subjects:** 30-Human subjects involved - Certified, no SRG concerns

**Animal Subjects:** 10-No live vertebrate animals involved for competing appl.

**Gender:** 1A-Both genders, scientifically acceptable

**Minority:** 1A-Minorities and non-minorities, scientifically acceptable

**Clinical Research - not NIH-defined Phase III Trial**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project Year</th>
<th>Direct Costs Requested</th>
<th>Direct Costs Estimated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>224,692</td>
<td>348,761</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>227,883</td>
<td>353,714</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>308,658</td>
<td>479,091</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>280,593</td>
<td>435,529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,041,826</strong></td>
<td><strong>1,617,094</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ADMINSITRATIVE BUDGET NOTE:** The budget shown is the requested budget and has not been adjusted to reflect any recommendations made by reviewers. If an award is planned, the costs will be calculated by Agency grants management staff based on the recommendations outlined below in the COMMITTEE BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS section.
RESUME AND SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION: This resubmission R01 grant application entitled the Effect of Health Information Technology on Healthcare Provider Communication is in response to PA-11-198 “Understanding Clinical Information Needs and Health Care Decision Making Processes in the Context of Health Information Technology (IT) (R01)“ from the University of Michigan by Milisa Manojlovich, PhD, Principal Investigator (PI). This 4-year grant application is to understand how health information technologies facilitate communication between nurses and physicians.

The investigators have appropriately responded to previous reviewers’ concerns by reducing the scope of the project and focusing on medical errors.

Additional strengths are identified in this application. Exploring the use of information technology by health care providers is a significant area of research; the integration of nurses and physicians to the focus groups is a very innovative approach; and potential pitfalls are addressed. Additionally, the conceptual framework is well articulated with the proposed aims of the study; the ethnographic methods for gathering data for analysis are well documented; and the categorization of using the Healthcare Information and Management Systems Society’s (HIMSS) Electronic Health Records (EHR) Adoption model is an excellent way to systematically assess a given institutions state of HIT adoption. The sampling strategy for Aim 2 is reasonable; the environment is robust; letter of support are provided; and the investigators are very strong, particularly in the field of qualitative methods and nursing care.

However, weaknesses are identified. More emphasis should be paid to the inclusion of additional data collection and telephone interview, and the dissemination plan should be enhanced by including an institutional repository.

Overall, improving the knowledge of interdisciplinary communication by using information technology is an important component for optimal health care. Based on all these factors, the reviewers rated this application Outstanding/Excellent and recommended it for further consideration with a level of “High Enthusiasm.”

DESCRIPTION (provided by applicant): The purpose of this study is to describe in detail how communication technologies facilitate or hinder communication between nurses and physicians with the ultimate goal of identifying the optimal ways to support effective communication. Communication failures between physicians and nurses are one of the most common causes of adverse events for hospitalized patients as well as a major root cause of all sentinel events. Communication technology (i.e., the electronic medical record, computerized provider order entry, email, and pagers), created through health information technology (HIT), may help reduce some communication failures but increase others because of an inadequate understanding of how communication technology is used. Our theoretical model is based in communication and sociology theories to describe how communication technologies affect communication through communication practices (i.e., use of rich media; the location and availability of computers) and work relationships (i.e., hierarchies and team stability). Specific Aims: We seek to: (1) identify the range of communication technologies used in a national sample of medical-surgical acute care units; (2) describe communication practices and work relationships that may be influenced by communication technologies in these same settings; and (3) explore how differences in communication technologies, communication practices, and work relationships between physicians and nurses influence communication. Design and Methods: This study will use a sequential mixed methods design, beginning with a quantitative survey followed by a two-part qualitative phase. Survey results from Aim 1 will provide a detailed assessment of communication technologies in use (important for meeting meaningful use criteria) and help identify sites with variation in communication technologies for the qualitative phase of the study. In Aim 2 we will conduct telephone interviews with hospital personnel in up to 8 hospitals to gather in depth information about communication practices and work relationships on medical-surgical units. In Aim 3
we will collect data in 4 hospitals (selected from telephone interview results) via observation, shadowing, focus groups, and artifacts to learn how communication technologies, communication practices, and work relationships affect communication. Significance: Current communication technologies are based on models of individual decision-making and may not be sufficient for, or may interfere with, decisions requiring input from multiple perspectives. Complex one-of-a-kind problems, such as those frequently encountered in hospital settings, require knowledge building as part of the problem solution, which current communication technologies do not facilitate. As the majority of American hospitals do not yet have HIT fully implemented results from our study may inform future development and implementation of communication technologies.

PUBLIC HEALTH RELEVANCE: The Effect of Health Information Technology on Healthcare Provider Communication Project Narrative
The purpose of this study is to describe in detail how communication technologies make it easier or more difficult for nurses and physicians to communicate with each other, with the ultimate goal of finding ways to support effective communication. As technology becomes more common in hospitals, ways to improve communication between nurses and physicians are urgently needed because poor communication between physicians and nurses has long been a leading cause of harm to hospitalized patients.

CRITIQUE NOTE: The sections that follow are the essentially unedited, verbatim comments of the individual committee members assigned to review this application. The attached commentaries may not necessarily reflect the position of the reviewers at the close of group discussion, nor the final majority opinion of the group. The above RESUME/SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION represents the evaluation of the application by the entire committee.”

CRITIQUE 1:

Significance: 4
Investigator(s): 2
Innovation: 2
Approach: 5
Environment: 3

Overall Impact:
Strengths:
- Solid, extensive plan to isolate some specific, vital communication aspects in healthcare delivery.
- Data from multiple sites boosts the limits of in-depth analysis, which is usually fairly limited.
- Well-poised ethnography.

Weaknesses:
- There could be a plan to establish buy-in at each recruited hospital: have hops somehow share ownership of the project so that the support and confidence can be transmitted to the eventual nurse and physician participants and to the others who will be in the presence of the ethnographically based shadowing.
- The revised proposal notes letters of support from hospitals. Possibly a weakness not to orient communication analysis more specifically on medical errors – that is noted in the beginning, but is not sustained, not noted as a leading value to be gained.
- The proposal overall covers a great range, which is concerning – there are too many contexts affecting communication when the range is so vast. The proposal has been reduced and refined in scope to some degree by focusing on medical errors – which it originally noted as an impetus for improvement – but this declared focus has not quite convincingly been engineered into the study.
1. Significance:
Strengths:
- The case is made fairly well that communication problems between physicians and nurses are a significant contributor to problems in healthcare, such as medical errors.
- This study ought to yield information regarding what is happening in healthcare delivery communication as settings transition from face-to-face, deep communication to a mix including a lot of e-communication. The couple examples – STAT orders, etc. – are realistic.

Weaknesses:
- While this is a limit of open-ended qualitative research, a weakness here is that it is not known that findings will necessarily lead to communication improvements in healthcare.

2. Investigators:
Strengths:
- Very strong team, with strength in qualitative methods as well as nursing care, and the practice of medicine.

Weaknesses:
- No strong weaknesses. Dependence upon research assistants is a weakness – their task is a very sensitive one, and it will be crucial to “get it right” at the shadowing and think-out-loud steps.
- **Update - some methodological strengthening in this regard has been added. **

3. Innovation:
Strengths:
- Innovative: unique qualitative methods, strong theoretical background to isolate a discrete range of communication modes, and physician/nurse communication.
- Good to do some purposive sampling via a nurses practice network.

Weaknesses:
- No notable weaknesses.

4. Approach:
Strengths:
- Phases are well-thought out. The quantitative survey at the beginning does seem to inform the next phase of in-depth ethnography.
- Ethnographic methods for gathering data and for analysis are strong.

Weaknesses:
- Rather than selecting hospitals based on being at extremes of the communications profile spectrum, hospitals could be selected by being not-quite at the extremes, and not in the middle. In example, hospitals in the second and fourth quartiles could be used. This would achieve the goal of having some spread or difference between the two types of hospitals, but avoid a pitfall of analyzing quite unusual hospitals. At the 2nd and 4th quintiles, hospitals would be quite generalizable, while they almost likely will not be very representative of hospitals generally if selected due to being extremes.

- It is unclear how the necessity of the first phase, the survey – It is unclear what is the value of having those data for the eventual study goals, other than to help determine which hospitals to investigate in depth It is unclear how the data will be valuable, and should be the topic of a valuable publication.
- This study takes a more fundamental, formative approach than a series of root cause analyses, but might benefit from actually analyzing some problems and failure in depth.
Recording conversations in the actual course of medical care delivery may not be feasible when considering one aspect: patient names and info will be “gathered” by the recording, and patients will have no awareness that their names are being gathered into a data set, and they will have no opportunity to consent or decline having their name / health status be entered into the data set of a study. This effort is “research,” versus regular delivery of care or being regular quality improvement. This aspect discussed or “cleared” by some IRB-type evaluation is needed. It might be fitting to drop the recording, or to record in some limited, well-prescribed circumstances.

**Update: selection of hospitals has been developed, specifically by sampling from each of several levels of health IT adoption.**

Much of the proposal remains expansive, vague, and without clear methodology and purpose. It is difficult to see the value in resulting data.

It still seems that audio-recordings will be done regarding specific patient care episodes, and patient names may be recorded in these audio recordings. It seems to remain that patient-specific information, including names along with that person’s medical conditions and other personal information. It seems to continue to be the case that patients will not know that their info is being gathered, even if it is to be deleted to some degree when transcribed.**

5. Environment:
Strengths:
- Very favorable.
Weaknesses:
- None noted

**Degree of responsiveness:** Responsive
Strengths:
- Responsive
Weaknesses:
- None noted

**Budget and Period of Support:** Fine
Strengths:
- Fine.
Weaknesses:
- None noted

**Protection of Human Subjects from Research Risk:** Overall, fine. Well-developed
Strengths:
- Overall, fine. Well-developed.
Weaknesses:
- The audio recording to be done of providers in the process of healthcare delivery will almost surely capture patient names, and the patients will have no idea their name or case is becoming part of a research data set, and so will have no way to make informed consent. I would suggest eliminating or re-designing the audio recording, or at least having some sort of conference with an IRB to double-check this.

**Inclusion of Women and Minority Subjects:** Fine
Strengths:
- Fine. Includes women, since females are well-represented in nursing healthcare.
- Inclusion of minorities according to workforce characteristics is noted.
Weaknesses:
Inclusion of AHRQ Priority Populations:
Strengths:
- Med/surg = chronic illness, elderly, disabled.
Weaknesses:
- None noted

Resource Sharing Plan(s):
Strengths:
- Dissemination plan is in place – seems fine.
- Each year is under $500,000, so no need for plan to share data set.
Weaknesses:
- None noted

CRITIQUE 2:

Significance: 2
Investigator(s): 1
Innovation: 2
Approach: 2
Environment: 1

Overall Impact:
Strengths

- The topic is significant in that it purports to addresses the types and issues with communication between physicians and nurses commonly used in the setting of an electronic health care environment. The investigators state that a “fuller understanding of clinical work in context is essential if interventions aimed at improving interdisciplinary communication and using communication technologies to do so will be realized.” The conceptual framework is well articulated with the proposed aims of the study. The richness of the research environment and group of investigators has a high likelihood to the success of the project. Aspects of the previous reviews are sufficiently addressed.

Weaknesses
- Consider adding additional data collection tool and further question to telephone interview (See Approach weaknesses.)

1. Significance:
Strengths
- With many hospitals moving to electronic records and increasing electronic means of communication, an assessment of the impact on this changing environment is imperative. This project aims to do just that. With this information, issues can be identified with the potential to develop interventions to eliminate the negative impact that technology may foster.

Weaknesses
- Would like to see continued emphasis of identification of issues that various technologies have.

2. Investigators:
Strengths
- The PI has formed a strong group of investigators with previous experience in all areas needed for the success of this project.
Weaknesses
- None identified.

3. Innovation:
Strengths
- The rapidity of which hospitals are moving to electronic record systems makes this proposed project valid and innovative. This project would add to the paucity of information about the impact of EMRs.
Weaknesses
- None noted

4. Approach:
Strengths
- Conceptual framework is well articulated. The research environment is robust. Mixed methods approach is well-thought out. Ethnographic methods for gathering data for analysis are well documented.
Weaknesses
- To increase the likelihood of gaining more specific information about medication errors, consider adding to the telephone interview 4.c “To your knowledge, have communication practices between physicians and nurses ever caused any medical errors?” If so please explain.

- The investigators state that, “During shadowing, research assistants will collect information on education and experience for nurses; year of training and specialty for physicians; and all clinicians’ experience with communication systems. Research assistants will also gather data from each nurse manager, physician leader, or other appropriate source (i.e., human resource records, medical training program administrator) on unit level demographic characteristics and information on the level of training for nurses and physicians who practice in each study unit.” To maintain consistency of data collected, a demographic data sheet that details this information would be helpful. For instance “clinician’s experience with communication systems”—is this all systems, length of time, what type of specific training. These are important variables that have the potential to influence results.

5. Environment:
Strengths
- Very favorable. Letters of support included.
Weaknesses
- None noted

Degree of responsiveness:
- No concerns

Budget and Period of Support:
- Seems appropriate for this project.

Protection of Human Subjects from Research Risks: Acceptable

Inclusion of Women and Minority Subjects: Acceptable

Inclusion of AHRQ Priority Populations: Acceptable
Resubmission Applications (formerly “revised/amended” applications):

- The PI has sufficiently addressed the concerns of the previous scientific review.

Resource Sharing Plan(s):

- The PI has sufficiently addressed the concerns of the previous scientific review.

Sharing Research Resources:

- The PI has sufficiently addressed the concerns of the previous scientific review.

CRITIQUE 3:

| Significance: | 2 |
| Investigator(s): | 2 |
| Innovation: | 2 |
| Approach: | 2 |
| Environment: | 2 |

Overall Impact:

**Strengths**
- Very important area to study
- Excellent investigator team
- Very well thought out research plan
- The reviewers have addressed the issues brought up by the first review

**Weaknesses**
- The dissemination plan could be stronger if the investigators agreed to publish in open-access journals and use an institutional repository to archive their work in.

1. **Significance:**

**Strengths**
- This work is highly significant given the unintended consequences surrounding health care provider communication occurring because of the adoption of new health information and communications technologies

**Weaknesses**
- None noted

2. **Investigators:**

**Strengths**
- The investigator team is strong and is likely capable to carry out a project of this complexity and magnitude as outlined in the application.

**Weaknesses**
- None noted

3. **Innovation:**

**Strengths**
- Having the physician members of the team attends the nursing focus group and the non-physician members attend the physician focus groups is innovative given that it allows team members to focus on communications issues from a new perspective.
- Using 4th year medical students to perform in hospital observation of physicians and nurses is innovative given they know the clinical environment that will allow them to be more unobtrusive...
and interpret what is going on. Also performing observations in pairs is an excellent technique for improving accuracy and completeness of observations.

Weaknesses
- None noted

4. Approach:
Strengths
- The mixed-methods approach is a good choice for this extremely complex socio-technical study.
- The aims are well thought out and the use of the quantitative survey before the qualitative parts of this study are well justified.
- The investigator team has worked together in the past and has the benefit of experience from two pilot studies that directly inform the work outlined in the application.
- The theoretical framework is very well matched to this work.
- The categorization of using the HIMSS EHR Adoption model is an excellent way to systematically assess a given institutions state of HIT adoption.
- The sampling strategy for Aim 2 where there is stratification based on HIT Adoption level, Community versus teaching, and hospitalists versus non-hospitalist is a reasonable approach.
- Based on the size of membership of the NNPN and the letters of support from the NNPN director and four hospital systems, it is likely they will be able to meet the recruitment needs for Aim 3 (even though the letters from the hospitals are exact copies of one another.)

Weaknesses
- The dissemination plan would be improved if all the investigators agreed to publish in open-access peer-reviewed journals as the AHRQ does not participate in the NIH Public Access Policy.
- The dissemination plan would also increase if the team would use an institutional repository to archive and make their scholarly output freely available in a form that is more consistent and perpetually available.

5. Environment:
Strengths
- The environment is supportive and adds significantly to the likelihood that the proposed work will be carried out successfully as outlined in the application.

Weaknesses
- None noted

Degree of responsiveness:
- The application is responsive to the FOA.

Budget and Period of Support:
- Overall, the budget is reasonable; however, there are some items that the AHRQ budgetary staff should address such as $500 for office furniture (file cabinet) and desktop PC’s. These types of items should be covered by UM’s 54% F&A.

Protection of Human Subjects from Research Risks: Acceptable
- There are adequate protections in place to protect the privacy of study subjects as well as the security of the data that will be collected during this work.

Inclusion of Women and Minority Subjects: Acceptable
- Women and minorities are included.

Inclusion of AHRQ Priority Populations: Acceptable
This work focuses on how HIT and modern communications technologies affect physician and nursing communication. Therefore, this work will ultimately benefit all patient populations including AHRQ Priority Populations.

Resubmission Applications (formerly “revised/amended” applications):
- The resubmission is responsive to the previous reviewers’ issues.

CRITIQUE 4:

Significance: 2
Investigator(s): 2
Innovation: 2
Approach: 2
Environment: 2

Overall Impact:
Strengths
- Communication is critical to optimal care, and yet it is still not well understood
- This study addresses the FOA well
- It uses an innovative conceptual model, and addressing HIT in the context of nurse/physician communication is somewhat innovative
- Mixed methods are appropriate and suited to this study, and the personnel are qualified to do this work

Weaknesses
- Participation is key, and not completely guaranteed

1. Significance:
Strengths
- Communication is critical to optimal care, and yet it is still not well understood
- Study addresses FOA well
- Focusing on doctors and nurses makes a lot of sense

Weaknesses
- None noted

2. Investigators:
Strengths
- Strong group of researchers with the necessary skills to complete this work

Weaknesses
- None noted

3. Innovation:
Strengths
- Innovative conceptual model
- Addressing HIT in the context of nurse/physician communication is somewhat innovative

Weaknesses
- None noted

4. Approach:
Strengths
- Mixed methods are appropriate and suited to this study
The personnel are qualified to do this work
Survey methods are geared to generate participation
Qualitative methods are well described
Hospital buy in is more assured
Potential problems are addressed

Weaknesses
- Participation is key, and not completely guaranteed

5. Environment:
Strengths
- Very well suited to complete this work
Weaknesses
- None noted

Degree of responsiveness:
- This proposal is very responsive

Budget and Period of Support: Appropriate

Protection of Human Subjects from Research Risks: Acceptable

Inclusion of Women and Minority Subjects: Acceptable

Inclusion of AHRQ Priority Populations: Acceptable

Resubmission Applications (formerly “revised/amended” applications):
- Responses are adequate and appreciated

THE FOLLOWING RESUME SECTIONS WERE PREPARED BY THE SCIENTIFIC REVIEW OFFICER TO SUMMARIZE THE OUTCOME OF DISCUSSIONS OF THE REVIEW COMMITTEE ON THE FOLLOWING ISSUES:

PROTECTION OF HUMAN SUBJECTS: ACCEPTABLE. There are adequate protections in place to protect the privacy of study subjects as well as the security of the data that will be collected during this work.

INCLUSION OF WOMEN PLAN: ACCEPTABLE. Women will be well represented in this study since they represent about 95% of all registered nurses.

INCLUSION OF MINORITIES PLAN: ACCEPTABLE. Minorities are included.

INCLUSION OF AHRQ PRIORITY POPULATIONS PLAN: ACCEPTABLE.

COMMITTEE BUDGET RECOMMENDATIONS: The budget was recommended as requested.
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